## Kapolei Middle Strive HI 2012-13 Step: Continuous Improvement Index Score: 198

### Step 1
- **Math Proficiency**
  - 51%
- **Reading Proficiency**
  - 72%
- **Science Proficiency**
  - 20%

### Step 2 - Unweighted Points
- **Math Achievement**
  - (Math Proficiency Rate) x (40pts)
  - \[21\]
- **Reading Achievement**
  - (Reading Proficiency Rate) x (40pts)
  - \[29\]
- **Science Proficiency**
  - (Science Proficiency Rate) x (20pts)
  - \[4\]

### Step 3
- **Achievement**
  - (Middle School Weight) = \[53 \times (1.0) = 53\]
- **Growth**
  - (Middle School Weight) = \[40 \times (1.8) = 72\]
- **Readiness**
  - (Middle School Weight) = \[65 \times (0.6) = 39\]

### Step 4 - Weighted Points
- **Mathematics SGP**
  - Points assigned based on growth category
  - \[21 \times 1.0 = 21\]
- **Mathematics SGP**
  - Points assigned based on growth category
  - \[29 \times 1.8 = 52.2\] rounded to \[53\]
- **Mathematics SGP**
  - Points assigned based on growth category
  - \[4 \times 0.6 = 2.4\] rounded to \[3\]

### Step 5 - All Schools
- **Achievement Gap**
  - (Middle School Weight) = \[56 \times (0.6) = 34\]
- **Current-Year Gap**
  - Points assigned based on Current-Year Gap Rate
  - \[31 \times 1.0 = 31\]
- **Two-Year Gap Reduction**
  - Points assigned based on Gap Reduction Rate
  - \[25 \times 1.0 = 25\]

### Index Score
- **198** pts of 400 pts

For more information: hawaiipublicschools.org

‡ Numbers may be rounded for presentation purposes.